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The book provides a concise and rigor introduction to the
fundamentals of methods for solving the principal problems of modern
non-linear dynamics. This monograph covers the basic issues of the
theory of integrable systems and the theory of dynamical chaos both in
nonintegrable conservative and in dissipative systems. A distinguishing
feature of the material exposition is to add some comments, historical
information, brief biographies and portraits of the researchers who
made the most significant contribution to science. This allows one to
present the material as accessible and attractive to students to acquire
indepth scientific knowledge of nonlinear mechanics, feel the
atmosphere where those or other important discoveries were made.
The book can be used as a textbook for advanced undergraduate and
graduate students majoring in high-tech industries and high
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technology (the science based on high technology) to help them to
develop lateral thinking in early stages of training. Contents:Nonlinear
OscillationsIntegrable SystemsStability of Motion and Structural
StabilityChaos in Conservative SystemsChaos and Fractal Attractors in
Dissipative SystemsConclusionReferencesIndex


